BLACK FINISH TO BE USED ON GOOSE NECK LIGHTS FIXTURES

FOREST GREEN FINISH TO BE USED ON WINDOW & DOOR FRAMES, METAL AWNINGS, METAL FRAMING FOR BARREL VAULT ENTRY ARMING & ARNING ROOF, BOLLARDS & DUMPSTER GATE.

BRICK
LEE BRICK J20 RED WIRE CUT
MORTAR - HOLCM RASPBERRY TYPE S

NOTES: STORERFNT WINDOW AND DOORS - GLASS - CLEAR (UNO)
SPANDREL GLASS WINDOWS - BLACK SPANDREL GLASS

FINISH TO BE USED ON METAL COPING AND VINYL IN DUMPSTER GATE TO MATCH DRYVIT #440 CANVAS

STONE
CORONADO STONE PRODUCTS: MOUNTAIN STRIP STONE - CHABLIS

DRYVIT
COLOR DRYVIT - #440A CANVAS
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